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WEEK 5  – MULTICULTURALISM,  IDENTITY AND POLITICS - CONTROVERSY

Lecturer: Lucie Cviklová 

SEYLA  BENHABIB  (ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL PHILOSOPHERS) AND HER CONCEPTION OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY

Seminar questions: 

1. Try to explain what the former president of the Czech Republic Vaclav Havel thinks about the emergence of new forms of identity politics all around the globe. 

2. Try to explain the difference between politics of recognition and politics of distribution as they are related to gender cleavages.  

3. Explain the role of Benhabib’s understanding of practical discourse as far as it is related to  reconciliation of the different ethnic groups or promotion of multiculturalism. 

4. Explain the limits of Locke and other liberal thinkers for cultural dialogue.

5. Explain your perspective concerning the importance of the the scarf (foulard) in the French educational institutions. 
. 
Seyla Benhabib: Biography and education:   
Seyla Benhabib was born in 1950 in Istanbul in Turkey. She studied philosophy and political theory at different universities in United States and in Germany: Brandeis University, Yale university and Johann Wolfgang-Goethe in Frankfurt am Main (her supervisor was famous philosopher Jürgen Habermas). 
When writing her dissertation she made her first attempt to reconstruct Critical Theory.   
She continuied her professionnal carreer in the United States as well as in other different international institutions. She taught philosophy, political theory and women’s studies at Yale, Boston, New School for Social Research, Frankfurt, Konstanz and Harvard . 
 
The most important publications: 
Critique, Norm, and Utopia (doctoral dissertation published in 1986 is an original contribution to the Critical Theory)
Situating the Self_ Gender, Community and Postmodernism in Contemporary Ethics (published in 1999)
The relutant modernism of Hannah Arendt (published in 1996)Feminist  Contentions:  A  Philosophical  Exchange (together with Judith Butler, Drucilla Cornell and Nancy Fraser, published in 1994))
Feminism as Critique (together with Drucilla Cornell, published in1987)
The Communicative Ethics Controversy (together with Fred Dallmayer, published in 1990)
The Claims of Culture. Equality and Diversity in the Global Era  (published in 2002)    

In these above introduced publications she showed that philosophical and political universalism could be rendered sensitive to gender differences. 
In order to highlight gender cleavages she reconstructs the conception of private/public which has differently conceptualized by various thinkers: she critically reconstructs conception of public sphere/domain which was elaborated by Jürgen Habermas, Hannah Arednt, John Raws and other thinkers. 
When explaining the fluidity of boundaries between private and public sphere she shows that in certain conceptions the issue of abortion is in the private sphere and in another conceptions the issues of abortion is in the public sphere
When trying to explain the importance of culture for civilization Benhabib develops heritage of Critical Theory/Frankfurt School which always conceptualized the issues of domination and inequalities. 
She reconstructs the conception of general and concrete and shows that inequality among man and women is only one issue among many products of the power technologies  (for example cultural differences). More concretely, when using concepts of Critical Theory she shows that women are not the only group which should become the object of utopian emancipation. 
According to her Critical Moral Theory should not limit itself to emancipation of female subjects and she call for dialectic alliance with the other negatively privileged groups (for example this means various ethnically unprivileged groups). 
Critical Moral Theory should not limit itself to emancipation of female subjects and she calls for dialetic alliance with the other negatively privileged groups (this means various ethnically unprivileged groups). Nevertheless she rejects violent protests which are in the contemporary United States represented by Malcolm X and other historical personalities.
 	She coins conceptualizaton that various negatively privileged groups shoud unite on the basis of the rational debate having three elementary components:
1)practical discourse (during the discourse moral values are negotiated)
2)universal discourse (during the discourse the rational negotiation is accomplished)
3)communicative action (the highest form of communication) 
Benhabib rejects all forms of communication which are not able to transcend cultural separatism and she also rejects the forms of political mobilization in which the actors are not able to give their partial differences or find common ground  
In her last book The Claims of Culture. Equality and Diversity in the Global Era Seyla Benhabib shows how universalism could be rendered sensitive and receptive through shared  life-forms and cultural practices. 
1. In her introduction and chapter 2 Seyla Benhabib develop the philosophical aspects of Benhabib’s concept of culture, narrative and human identities.According to Benhabib the principles of universalism are not ethocentric.
2. In the chapter 3 Benhabib focuses her attention on reconstruction of theories of Charles Taylor, Will Kymlicka and Nancy Fraser. 
3. In the chapter 4 Benhabib presents three case studies: cultural defense cases in U.S., criminal law, the impact of the personal family code upon the lives of Muslim women in India, and scarf affair in India.
4. In Chapter 5 Benhabib develops the model of a  dual-track conception of deliberative democracy.
5. In Chapter 6 Benhabib analyzes relationship between nationality and citizenship in the development of the modern nation-state (issues of collective identity, political rights and the entilement to social benefits). 
In fact she argues that there is a profound and unavoidable connection between cultural diversity on the one hand and gender-related differences on the other hand. 
In fact she stresses the fact that we can find new identity-driven struggles not only at the borders of the new nation-states which were establihed after the disintegration of regional regimes like Soviet-style communism in East Central Europe and Central Asia or in continents like Africa but also within the boundaries of older liberal democracies. 
Put it more concretely since the late 1970s demands for the recognition of identities based on gender, race, language, ethnic and sexual orientation started to threaten the legitimacy of established constitutional democracies. 
In fact these trends to promote cultural identites indicate that the universalization of liberal democracy is far from complete. 
In order to elucidate this problem we can use an example of the neofascist movements which emerged on a unprecendted scale since the end of World World War II in the different European countries and perhaps even in the United States. 
In spite of the fact of the global trend towards democratization there have emerged also oppositions and antagonisms asserting themselves against this trend in the name of various forms of difference – ethnic, national, lingustistic, religous and cultural. 
The processes of globalization can be also characterized by the fact that through the globe a new politics for the recognition of collective identity forms is resurging and this identity politics is always and necessarily a politics of the creation of difference. In fact the democratic developements are not threatened by the inevitable dialectic of identity/difference that they display but ruather by the atavistic belief that identities can be maintained and secured only by eliminating difference and otherness  - negotiation of identity/difference is the political problem facing democracies on a global scale.   
	In this context it is also necessary to mention that the politics of identity/differences emerging out of the experience of new social movements in liberal capitalist democracies and the politics of racial, ethnic, linguistic and religious difference developing in former communist countries, North Africa, and the Middle East are radically different. 
Whereas the former kind of identity/difference politics focuses on the negotiation, contestation and representation of difference within the public sphere of liberal democracies, the politics of ethnonationalism seeks to redefine the constituences of the body politics and aim to create new political souvereign bodies – the desideratum of these latter movements is the manifestation of cultural, religious, national and ethnic homogenity through a souvereign state-form.  
Benhabib criticizes premature normativism in much contemporary political theory which neglected the fact that culture is constituted through contested practices, this premature normativism led to too quick reification of the given group identites and to the failure to interrogage the meaning of cultural identity (there is a danger of freezing existing group differences)  
According to Benhabib the solution to these distortions can be a deliberative democratic model that permits maximum cultural contenstation within the public sphere and through the institutions and associations of civil society – for example local parliaments and their acceptation of legal pluralism and institutional power-sharing promote deliberative democratic approaches 
Benhabib uses the notions of difference and recognition since they are important for understanding of cultural diversity. The most important conception of recognition has been elaborated by Hegel in order to explain dependency between master and slave (so called master/slave dialectics). 
In fact Benhabib shares with Nancy Fraser perspective that dilemma between distribution/recogntion has become crucial feature of the postsocialist conditions: the notions of distribution/recognition are particularly important for political claims-making. The recent identity-driven struggles can be also conceptualized as the claims for recogntion of group difference. 
1. Emergence of these claims for recognition of group difference can be observed by the rise of identity politics, the decentering of class and the corresponding decline of social democracy
2. One could have also observed an apparent shift in the political imaginery, especially in the terms in which justice is constructued and represented. This change of the political imaginery is caused by the fact that many actors left socialist political imaginery in which the justice is mainly related to redistribution and they started to coin idea that the central problem of justice is the recognition. 
In another words contemporary social movements are not centered around defined classes who struggle to defend their interests and in these postsocialist conflicts group identity supplants class interest as the chielf medium of political mobilization and cultural domination supplants exploitation as the fundamental injustice.       
We can determine race as bivalent mode of collectivity since it is similar to class in being a structural principle of political economy/important component in the capitalist divison of labour. 
It is necessary to mention that today’s racial division of paid labor in the capitalist structure is part of the historic legacy of colonialism and slavery which elaborated racial categorization and constitued „blacks“ as a political economic caste.  
Race structures the divison with paid work between low-paid, low-status, menial, dirty and domestic occupations held disproportionally by people of color, and higher-paid, higher-status, white-colar, professional, technical and magerial occupations held disproportionally by whites. Briefly told the result is a political-economic capitalist structure which is based on exploitation, marginalization and deprivatisation of certain races. 
The elimination of this race specific exploitation would imply abolishing the racial divison of labour – if race was like class abolition of race could bring about emancipation or liberation. Contrary to class divisions race similarly to class has cultural-valuational dimensions which bring it into the universe of recognition. 
One of the most important components of racism is Eurocentrism and mainly the authoritative constructions of norms that privilege traits associated with whiteness. Thus the elements of racism are embedded in langue since people tend to classify things as black, brown, yellow. 
Another elements of racism are associated with stereotypical depictions of certain racial groups in the media as criminal, bestial, primitive, violent etc. – at this point we can compare race to gender. Put it shortly race is a bivalent mode of collectivity which has political-economic component as well as cultural-valuational component. 
Since the people of color suffer at least two analytically distinct kinds of justice they necessarily require at least two analytically distinct kinds of remedy – it is necessary to pursue the politics of redistribution on the one hand and politics of recognition on the other hand.
Here it is again very useful to show alliance between fight against sexism and fight against racism: 
1.Feminists must pursue political-economic remedies that would undermine gender differentiation and also pursue cultural valuation remedies that valorize the specificity of despised collectivity.
2. Antiracists must pursue political-economic remedies that would undermine „racial“ differentiation while also pursuing cultural-valuational remedies that valorize the specifities of despised collectivities.   
 
Seyla Benhabib and her contribution how to reconcile politics of distribution and recognition in order to abolish race discrimination: 

She stipulates norms of universal respect and egalitarian reciprocity which should serve as guiding principles of human interaction: only those norms and normative institutional arrangements can be deemed valid if all who would be affected by their consequences can be participans in a practical discours through which norms are adopted.  

„The conditions of practical discourse must allow for a progressive radicalization of the argument. In this cas the problematic claim is the claim that a certain action – paradigmatically a command or evaluation – is right or appropriate. 
The opponent contests the rightness and asserts the wrongness of the action commanded. In evaluations, objects (events, performances, rules, etc.) are classified as good or bad with a claim to appropriateness. 
The opponent contests the appropriateness and asserts the inappropriateness of the classification. What is called for is a justification of the contested claim. 
At a first (prediscursive level), this can be provided by indicating the relevant data, the fatures of the situation that make this the „right“ or „appropriate“ thing to do or say, that is, the reasons for doing or judging things in this way in this situation.“  
(McCarthy, Thomas, The Critical Theory of Juergen Habermas, Cambridge, The MIT Press, 1978) 
 
Norms of universal respect and egalitarian reciprocity must be prosupposed in some form for practical discourses. Moral and and political dialogues imply presumption of respect, equality, and reciprocity between the participants.    
We may claim that we respect one another but we cannot know what such respect requires or entails in the face of deep cultural conflicts – some of ous may consider certain practices and judgments an affront to human dignity and others may consider our evaluations a species of ethnocentric imperialism. 
Participants must not only reach understanding of the norms in questions but they must also share a situational understanding of these norms intended applications. 
Benhabib stresses that discourses in multicultural societies often require negotiation of such shared, situational understanding and criticizes the fact that most liberal democracies still operate with some version of the distinction between cultural and religious practices and between central and subsidiary practices of a religion. 
For example in the case of veiling in different communities of Muslim women is not clear whether one deals with religious, cultural or moral questions. 
Benhabib is convinced that practical discourses are processes through which such resignications can unfold  - according to her discourse ethics has one distinctive virtue when compared with other variants of contractian and universalist models of normative validity. 
Its participants feel free to introduce into the dialogue their life-world moral dilemmas and conflicts without any constraints imposed by countractual experiments and idealization – at the same time there is no obligation to self-disclosure in the discursive space 
 
„In the Theory of Communicative Action Habermas joins these two perspectives – internalist and externalist – in a different way under the concepts of lifeworld and system respectively. On the one hand, he constructs a communicatively shared lifeworld. 
The lifeworld is defined to contain the background of shared maning that makes ordinary symbolic interaction possible and, further, it now explicitly includes also those structural components (institutions, normative structures, and social practices) that make social reproduction possible. 
It is clear that we are born into a symbolic world of meanings and that we repair, elaborate, change and integrate the contents of this symbolic world through the ordinary process of communicative action – through processes of agreement, discussion, and negotiation that go on all the time in ordinary social interaction“.                            (Michael Pusey, Juergen Habermas)  

Benhabib proposes to introduce distinction between universalist and substantionalist universalism and criticizes Kant and Rawls for the fact that they proceeded from a certain definion of human agency and rationality. 
According to these thinkers the subject matter of practical discourse is restricted to those principles of a just society to which rational agents placed behind the epistemic strictures of a veil of ignorace would agree. 
In spite of the fact that such theories have the advantage over the discourse model of being able to provide a more determinate or concrete content of choice and deliberation this determinancy of content is attained at the cost of restricting the agenda of the conversation as well as of abstracting away from the identity of the individuals involved. 
Unlike the substantionalist moral theories who view individuals as generalized not as concrete others interactive universalism accepts that all moral being capable of speech and action are potential moral conversation partners. 
According to Benhabib the boundaries of moral discourses should be indeterminate and they should include all beings and not just rational humans whose interets can be affected by the consequences of one’s actions. 

And because cultural narratives (which comprise lingustic, ethnic, religious, as well as territorial and regional accounts) are crucial to the narrative constituion of individual self-identites, such processes of interactive universalism are crucial in multiculatural societies. 
My specific reformulation of discourse ethics through interactive universalism permits me then to extend this model to the dilemmas of multiculturalism, since cultures provide us with narratives as well as practices, sayings as well as doing. We encounter each other and ourselves as others through such processes of doing and saying.“ 
(Benhabib, The Claims of Culture. Equality and Diversity in the Global Era)

In spite of the fact that Benhabib does not deny that multiculturalist theorists fully support democratic practices and institutions she distinguishes vocaltion of the democratic theorist from that of the multiculturalist theorist. 
Most of the democratic theorists accomodate struggles for recognition and identity/difference only under the condition that they are movements for democratic inclusion, greater social and political justice and cultural fluidity. 
Unlike these democratic theorists Benhabib is conviced that cultures are complex human practices of signification and representation, of organization and attribution, which are internally driven by conflicting narratives. 
Cultures are formed through complex dialogues with other cultures and in the most cultures the dialogue with the other is internal rather than extrinsic to the culture itself. 
According to Benhabib democratic equality and deliberative practices are compatible with cultural experimentation and with new legal institutions that accomodate cultural pluralism. 
	Benhhabib always stresses that empirical and normative considerations are woven together to show that within a deliberative democratic model, sensitivity to the politics of culture and a strong universalist position are not incompatible.
















